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The question you are asking should 
not be how many miles did I ride or 
how many steps did I take, but “how 
did someone make a wave spring 
that small?” As engineers around the 
world design smaller and smaller 
assemblies, the question becomes, 
where can I find the compact 
components to support my designs? 
 
Smalley has the answer with our 
newly expanded Crest-to-Crest Wave 
Spring Series. Smalley’s popular C 
(imperial) and CM (metric) Series 
have been expanded; standard sizes 
are now available from stock down to 
.188” and 5 mm in diameter. 
 
“Smalley was the originator of the Crest-to-Crest Wave Spring,” states Darryl McBride, 
Smalley’s Director of Engineering. “I was amazed when I saw our springs coiled up to 12 feet 
in diameter, what surprised me even more was how much engineering went into designing 
smaller. Our expanded spring series will open up possibilities for designers in the medical, 
computer and robotics industries, where wave springs couldn’t fit before,” states McBride. 
 
How small do you need? Our engineering and manufacturing teams continue to push the 
coiling limits; we are able to design a custom solution for your application down to .157” or 
4 mm in diameter. Ask Smalley™ is not just a slogan, it is what we do best. We answer your 
design questions and provide you the solutions that work best for your application. 
 
Smalley meets international standards of excellence, including ISO 9001, ISO/TS16949, 
AS9100, and ISO 14001.  Their world headquarters and manufacturing facility is located in 
Lake Zurich, Illinois, northwest of Chicago.  To find out about the latest product developments, 
subscribe to Smalley’s newsletter, follow them on Social Media, or visit: www.smalley.com. 
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